Lake Shore Drive is a stretch of roadway that follows
the outline of Lake Michigan in downtown Chicago.
It is notable for its abundance of upscale condominiums,
high-rise apartment buildings and exclusive marinas that
also follow the process of urbanization, which continues
to bring an influx of residents to city life.

Luxury On The Lake
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00 Lake Shore Drive is a
prestigious 45-story, high-rise
residence that became the first
installation of Schindler’s PORT
Technology in Chicago and the first
residential installation in the U.S.
Recently completed, it is also Related
Companies’ first apartment building
in Chicago and has received the
acclaim of residents, architects and
designers alike. 500 Lake Shore

Drive resides comfortably in this
neighborhood with its stunning glass
façade and understated architectural
design. Every inch of this luxury
tower reflects thoughtful attention
to detail and an effort to sustain a
truly urban lifestyle in the heart of
Chicago.
Beauty on the inside
Once inside 500 Lake Shore Drive
one is immediately in awe of the

lobby and the fact it is a shimmering
centerpiece of the building. From
atop a floating staircase one can
sense the size and scope of the
lobby and capture a view of Lake
Michigan. But the view works both
ways since the building advertises
itself as a beautiful place to live.
Commuters who drive to the area
each day stop at a traffic light in
front of the building and look into
the most beautiful lobby in the city.

Photo left, top: An aerial photo of 500 Lake Shore
Drive as it edges past Chicago’s skyscrapers and
Lake Michigan. Photo left, bottom: 500 Lake Shore
drive with its clean, elegant glass exterior adds
sparkle to the Chicago skyline.
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Photo top: Large blocks of polished granite adorn the
floor while highly lacquered wood contrasts against
the natural stone wall of the 500 Lake Shore lobby.
Photo bottom: 500 Lake Shore’s glass façade reflects
nearby high-rise neighbors.

Those who enter the lobby are
struck by the size of the granite
pieces in the floor, not seen in any
other residential lobby in Chicago.
The design comes from a mud-set
floor, which allows for much larger
and more beautiful pieces of granite.
Everything from the floor to the
highly lacquered wood on the walls,
to the stone that permeates most
areas out into the porte-cochère
is designed to create a stunning
environment by day and night.
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Service and security with style
Upon arriving at 500 Lake Shore
Drive, visitors are greeted by a
white-gloved doorman out front
and a concierge standing behind
the desk in the lobby. If residents

return from a trip, they pull up
in front and the doorman comes
out, retrieves their luggage and
delivers it to their residence. In
addition to the concierge at the
front desk, there is also a personal
assistant in the building who can
make dinner reservations or secure
theater or sports tickets. There
is even a move-in coordinator
who can take the moving process
almost entirely out of the hands of
residents. Once a lease is signed, the
move-in coordinator can arrange a
moving company, hire packers and
unpackers, schedule elevator times
on both ends, set up all utilities, and
ensure resident’s belongings arrive at
their new apartment.
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There’s even a person on staff that
can hang flat-screen televisions on
the walls, and figure out how to
hook up audio-visual equipment. In
theory, residents could spend a few
days with friends or relatives and
leave everything to the staff.
In terms of security and access
control, Schindler’s PORT
Technology delivers state-of-the-art
performance. When residents arrive
in the lobby, they simply use a touch
screen to indicate their destination
floor and the PORT terminal tells
them which elevator to use. The
system reduces waiting time up to
40 percent during peak hours.
The PORT system can also be
programmed to create virtual private
elevators for penthouse renters,
or to simply limit access to certain
floors. The PORT terminal “reads”
the residents’ RFID tag, knows who
they are and where they live and
avoids making unnecessary stops
on the way to their destination
floor. The customization possibilities
are essentially unlimited and could
be used, for example, to protect
someone who’s allergic to dogs
from joining dog owners in the same
elevator car.

Photo left, top: A tenant passes an RFID
tag under a PORT terminal that “knows”
who they are and their destination floor.
Photo left, bottom: Schindler combined
stainless steel with natural stone and
lacquered wood to create this stunning
elevator car.

Endless amenities
500 Lake Shore Drive has amenities
one might expect of a luxury
apartment building including a pool,
library, gym, game and television
rooms. But there are also the
unexpected, like Dog City, a room
with everything from dog walking
to dog grooming and feeding.
If residents are out of town and
unable to get home to walk their
dog, the Dog City staff will go to
their residence and bring their dog
down for a walk, and if the delay
is extended they’ll even feed Fido.
Veterinarians make house calls here
and Dog City also offers boarding
just in case an out of town visit lasts
longer than expected.
The team at Related Companies
feels that the term luxury has
become overused, and what
represents itself as luxury all too
often doesn’t measure up. They
prefer to think of 500 Lake Shore
Drive as sophisticated and offering
a graciousness of living. Hopefully, it
is this relaxed, secure and attentive
lifestyle that reflects the ultimate
destination of urbanization. n

Photo left, top: Open seating
areas provide a place to relax
and enjoy the view of Lake
Michigan. Photo left, middle:
Comfortable seating, large tables
and a see-through fireplace in
the library create an inviting
atmosphere. Photo left, bottom:
High-end appliances, lighting
and amenities bring added luxury
to 500 Lake Shore kitchens.
Photo above: A special place for
four-legged tenants.
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